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The flows of the type indicated in the title may take Place at the point 
of impact of a liquid jet upon a rock, in the buckets of Pelton-type 
hydraulic turbines, etc. 

We shall introduce curvilinear coordinates xl, x2 on the surface of a 
body, where the coordinate lines are to be directed along the lines of 
main curvature. 

The third coordinate 

zg = h (f, 

is equal to the length of the normal measured from the surface of a solid 
body. 

Then we obtain a system of orthogonal 
here is equal to 

coordinates. A linear element 

ds = I/Hladx,~+Hz~dx22f H$dxs~= v’ HIpdx12 + Hs2dxt2 -j- dh2 (2) 

Let the free surface of the flow be given by the equation 

h = h” (Q. x2) 

The quantity ho is taken to be smaI1 of the first order. On 
face the pressure is atmospheric and, consequently, the stream 
is constant. Consequently, on the free surface we have 

(3) 

this sur- 
velocity 
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On the solid surface (x3 = 0) we have 

89 jdx,=O (3 

therefore, the last term on the right-hand side of Equation (41 is small, 
it is of the second order and may be omitted. Therefore, we have 

Let us consider further the limiting case of zero thickness of the 
fluid layer. In this case we have a limiting value 

g==(@J(“** x2) (7) 

This function is determined from the first-order equation 

which can be solved by known methods (see [ 1 1, Chap. 9, 51. This solu- 
tion may be extended to apply to the region of flow close to the surface 
on the basis of the equation 

(9) 

and the initial condition 

a~,~axa~o for xg=o (W 

Then the function # is presented in the form 

$” = Fpe + cpr f(ii) 

where #1 Is small of the first order. Substituting expression (11) into 
(6) and using Equation (81, we obtain 

or 

where ul, K~ are the main curvatures of the solid surface. 

The thickness of the layer ho (x , x2) is obtained from the equation 
of continuity. 

Let dn be the distance between two streamlines, indefinitely closely 
adjacent on the solid surface. dY the volume rate of flow between the 
stream surfaces formed in first approximation by the normals to the sur- 
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face intersecting with these streamlines. Then we have 

h’wda = dV, or h~ = 1 dVl 
w dn 

Then, up to an error of the second order, the velocity w may be re- 
placed by the constant value of zero approximation we and the streamline 
may be determined by zero approximation, i.e. on the basis of Equation 
(8). And so we have 

This expression is substituted in Equation (12); thereupon it is trans- 
formed into a first-order equation and solved by known methods (see [l 1, 
Chap. 3, 3). 

To calculate the pressure on the surface of the body, a solution of 
Equation (12) is not necessary, because in the first approximation 

where pO is atmospheric pressure K~ and K~ are the main curvatures. It 
should be remembered that ho is small of the first order and, therefore, 
when taking into account 41, a correction is obtained which is small of 
second order. 
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